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SUMMARY

The mobile agent technique has been broadly used in next generation distributed systems. The system per-
formance measurement and simulation are required before the system can be deployed on a large scale.
In this paper, we address performance analysis on a finite state mobile agent prototype on the basis of
Virtual Hierarchical Tree Grid Organizations (VIRGO). The finite states refer to the migration, execution,
and searching of the mobile agent. We introduce a novel evaluation model for the finite state mobile agent.
The experimental results based on this evaluation model show that the finite mobile agents can perform well
under multiple agent conditions and are superior to the traditional client/server approach.. Copyright © 2013
John Wiley & Sons, Ltd.
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1. INTRODUCTION

In future computing environments, the cost of moving data will be much larger than the cost of
moving codes. Although the bandwidth of a network has been improved significantly, the most
challenging problem is still the large cost of transferring the data to perform computation. Thus, the
mobile agent (MA) technique may be a desirable solution to address this challenge, especially when
the computation logic is complex, for example, when users want to process both their data in the
storage of a public cloud and their local private data alternately, or the scenario in Section 2.3. In
addition, the MA will also be useful to address the challenge of the automatic provision of services
and will effectively manage workload segmentation and portability (in other words, the seamless
movement of workloads across many platforms and clouds) [1].

Cloud computing [2,3] and virtual organization (VO) techniques [4–6] are new network architec-
tures that enable self-organization and self-management. Currently, the ecosystems of cloud services
require tight coupling with clients deployed on each of the users (or peers) to improve the user
experience. Those clients may be powerful platforms for MA, for example, iTunes from Apple Inc.
Chome from google, or eMule, which can be implemented as a type of cloud service that is con-
structed with numerous peers and can be designed as a peer platform§ to execute the agents for
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services such as music sharing, software dispatch, and safety. The VO technology can help decrease
the complexity of MA substantially by hiding the operating system and communication differences
among the network nodes. The VO-based MA applications could be one of the major forms of next
generation network applications. On the one hand, the internet software ecosystem has evolved into
a cloud architecture that is constructed with numerous peers. For example, the 360 safe guider¶

is installed on three hundred million personal computers (PCs) in China, which is resident on a
background of computers and provides antivirus, software update management and system opti-
mization services. It can now share the malicious software information via all of the client peers
that are installed in the user’s PC and provide an antivirus cloud service. The old Internet Protocol
(IP)-based management protocols could be difficult to organize for the large numbers of peers and to
provide convenient cloud services; thus, the virtual group-based architecture and MA techniques are
desired. On the other hand, current MA-based applications are limited because of their safety and
supporting environments; the next generation cloud architecture with tiny peers [7,8] could provide
a perfect solution for the MA-based applications. The cloud client software installed on peers could
provide communication supports for those agents and could also restrict the access contents of the
agents (this strategy could refuse malicious agents) such that the agents can focus on their tasks and
simplify the services that are designed. Thus, the performance of a mobile agent system with large
peers and organized with VO should be evaluated before being deployed in a real case; however,
there are few studies that focus on this field.

Mobile agent is an intense research area [9–13], and many implementations have taken place in
real-world applications [12, 14–16], which were developed based on prototype systems. The MA
applications can autosearch the resources (including computation, data, and specific devices) in the
networks and move to the proper network node to achieve their tasks [11, 13]. These applications
could provide an easy way to execute comprehensive tasks; however, to evaluate the real system
performance of the MA under networks is a challenge because the network conditions are quite
complex and the deployments of resources are dynamic.

As measuring the metrics in real MA systems is intractable and time-consuming, the simulation
of MA systems is still valuable to study. The simulation of an MA can obtain metrics rapidly and
easily and can evaluate the performance easily and quickly under varied network conditions and
system settings, developing further MA simulation techniques is useful.

1.1. Related works on performance evaluation of MA

There have been considerable works on MA simulation and performance evaluation [14,15,17–28].
The essential of the simulation on MA’s performance evaluation is that the simulation should
approach to the real system as far as possible. Thus, there are two main approaches in performance
evaluation of MA: one is using some probability distributions to approximate the executing process
and concurrency of MAs [26, 27]. Although those mathematical approaches could provide concise
representation of the performance evaluation and simulation, it is hard to say those evaluations
could approach to the real system accurately. For the mutation, concurrency of MAs may not only
be described with several probability functions simply, let alone complex tasks with MAs on cloud
computing environments. In the other hand, once the task of MA changed, the probability functions
used in evaluation may be varied; the other approach is building real min-system to execute the
MAs directly [28]. The drawback of these approaches is obviously, it could not provide references
for real large multiple-MA-system especially in complex network environments. In additional, both
two approaches mentioned earlier did not provide flexible evaluation on performance of MA, which
means those evaluation approaches are most aimed to the same stale task of MA and cannot provide
scalable evaluation for different tasks on MA system.

With the evolution of network environments, the performance evaluation of MAs have undergone
four stages, which is MA’s performance evaluation on wired Transmission Control Protocol/IP net-
work [23], Remote Method Invocation (RMI) [18], Wireless network [19], 3G network [27] and
so forth. And the researchers have also compared the performance of MA with Remote Procedure
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Call [23], client/server (C/S) model [29–32] under varied network environments. To the best of our
knowledge, there is not any work on the performance evaluation of MAs under the VO environment.
Thus, proposing proper performance evaluation models for MAs under new network architecture,
for example, VO networks or cloud architectures, is needed.

We address this problem and propose a quantitative performance evaluation model for that archi-
tecture with a large number of finite state MAs (FS-MA) [33] under a virtual hierarchical tree Grid
organizations (VIRGO) platform [5, 6] in the following section.

1.2. Contributions of our approach

The MA-based performance evaluation approach provided in this paper is addressed on the
following technical challenges:

(i) Current performance evaluation approaches could not provide accurate simulation and eval-
uation for multiple MAs’ performances in large-scale network environments. The mathe-
matical evaluation approaches [26, 27] can only use the probability distribution to roughly
approximate the MA’s actions; once users want to change the evaluation tasks of MA, those
probability functions may be invalid. Although using the real evaluation system with min-
network condition, [28] could not provide accurate performance estimation for large-scale
networks, such as the cloud or VO environments. Besides, if users want to evaluate different
tasks for MAs, then they normally need to rewrite the codes of MA. This may be very incon-
venience for the pre-deployment simulations in complex services, which often need to adjust
the tasks configurations. So, the first challenge may be the accurate performance evaluation
for MAs with varied tasks in large-scale networks.

(ii) As mentioned earlier, sometimes, the evaluation tasks are varied, whereas both current
approaches need to either rewrite the codes of MAs or readjust the mathematical models.
How to provide a reusable and flexible performance evaluation for MA when processing
complex evaluation tasks may be the second challenge.

(iii) When concerning the concurrency of multiple MAs, there should be more reality than mod-
eling with assuming probability function that means the evaluation system should execute
those multiple MAs in real; otherwise, the concurrency could not be truly evaluated only
with mathematical functions. This is the third challenge.

(iv) The fourth challenge is how to evaluate the MA’s performance under the large-scale VOs.
Although there are several works on the performance evaluation of MA under wired net-
works and wireless network, the evaluation works of MA on VOs are still in the blank
stage.

On the basis of the aforementioned implementation challenges in performance evaluation of MAs,
we present our FS-based MA performance evaluation approach, which may be novelty and useful
in the future cloud computing architecture and will be able to solve the challenges.

Our contributions on the performance evaluation of MA are presented as follows:

(i) We present a scalable performance evaluation approach for MA (Section 2.2), which sum-
marizes the whole life cycle of MA as an automotioning FS machine (FS-agent) driven by
resources, and then complex tasks of MA can be abstracted as content-FS sequence defined
by the users freely. With this approach, users can focus on the design of content-oriented
tasks without concerning the detailed executing processing of MA, which is concentrated
with the FS-agent. This approach is also network independent and can be implemented in
varied network environments.

(ii) We present a real executing policy in the performance evaluation of MA, which means all the
MAs defined by the content-FS are really executed in the simulation platform; the workload
of MA’s tasks and service time for MA’s data size transferring are calculated from the true
environments. This could provide more accurate estimation for the performance of multi-
ple MAs in large network environment. And we also use multiple-thread method to execute
multiple MAs to simulate the real concurrency among multiple MAs.
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(iii) We present several metrics for MA system, such as average service availability and average
aggregate bandwidth, to evaluate the performance of MA system under VIRGO architecture.

(iv) We also compare the performances of MA-based approach and service-oriented architec-
ture (SOA)-based approach on VIRGO architecture and provide a reference for application
design with those two approaches.

1.3. Organization of sections

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we introduce the VO architecture-
VIRGO and the finite state MA system. Section 3 provides details about the performance evaluation
model and the corresponding simulation environment. The experimental results investigating the
C/S model and the MA model are discussed in Section 4, and conclusions are drawn in Section 5.

2. MOBILE AGENT BASED ON VIRGO VIRTUAL ORGANIZATION ARCHITECTURE

2.1. Virtual hierarchical tree Grid organizations

Virtual hierarchical tree Grid organization [6] is an open-source project that is self-organizing and
decentralized, on the basis of unstructural and structural peer-to-peer; it merges an n-tuple replicated
virtual tree-structured network and a random cached unstructured network. It can provide a series of
lookup protocols to manage its virtual groups and resource searching similar to virtual and dynamic
hierarchical architecture [4].

Users can access VIRGO from the access-point node. Once the new user node is added into
VIRGO, it will be managed by its owner nodes. VIRGO uses gateway nodes to route the differ-
ent groups (or levels). A typical two-tuple virtual hierarchical tree is shown in Figure 1; the real
nodes are mapped into virtual groups (see the dashed lines) and are overlapped. Each virtual group
includes two nodes from the upper layer . In our MA model, we use VIRGO [6] to support the
mobile computation. The login and logout of the nodes use a VIRGO protocol [6]. An impor-
tant part of the MA-based computation model is to perform a resource/service search before actual
migration/computation can take place. With an appropriate search policy in place, a tree-structured
VO can decrease the search time and cost significantly. In the following FS-MA performance evalu-
ation, we adopt the full tree search policy [4] as the default search policy. In the future, we may use
the VIRGO protocol [5, 34] to avoid the possible load bottleneck of the nodes in the root layer.

2.2. Finite state mobile agent

The FS-MA system consists of two important components, namely the FS-agent and the content-FS.
The FS-agent is an FS machine that represents the state transition diagram of an MA. The content-
FS defines how a complex task can be executed and deployed with the composition of subfinite
states. It plays a similar role as Web Services Flow Language in a Web Service and can also be
viewed as a workflow description protocol for the execution and migration of the MA [33].

FS-agent in finite state mobile agent
The life cycles of the entire actual MA can be defined as an automotioning FS machine driven

by resources. Here, resources represent the general designation of data, devices, and software in
remote nodes that will potentially affect the state transition of mobile agents. That is why, we call
those MA as FS-agent. As shown in Figure 2, the FS machine includes five states and one transition
relationship between those states:

˘ Request state - each agent begins its life in this state and tries to request the resources and
execution time slot, which are required for the task.

˘ Blocked state - once an agent obtains necessary service time, it transits into this state. All the
service mobile agents who obtain enough service time while without enough service resources
at certain nodes will be put into the blocked state queue.

˘ Suspended state - an agent will transit into this status once it obtains all the necessary resources.
The system maintains a queue for the agents in this state that have enough resources while
without enough service time at certain nodes.

Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2014; 26:447–467
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Figure 1. Virtual hierarchical tree topology [6].

Figure 2. Transition relationship of the finite state agent.

˘ Migration state - this state represents that an agent tries to obtain necessary resources from a
remote node after it fails to acquire those resources from the current node.

˘ Serving state - if an agent obtains enough resource and service time, then it will execute its
service.

In a real FS-MAs system, any FS-agent is actually executed in a container called agent home.
The agent home is deployed at all the nodes and essentially provides following services to all
the agents:

Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2014; 26:447–467
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Figure 3. A simple content-FS for the social data mining task in telecomm.

˘ All the functions of an agent are invoked by the agent home indirectly.
˘ Queue management and agent execution scheduling - It maintains several different queues

(e.g., blocked queue and suspended queue) for the agents at the current node and is responsible
for allocating service time for them if necessary.

˘ Resource searching - It will proactively search resources on the behalf of blocked agents.

Content-FS in mobile agents
Content-FS is a service description protocol for FS-MAs; and content-FS is similar to Web Ser-

vices Description Language and Web Services Flow Language, which provide coarse-granularity
service description for web service.

There are three elements in content-FS, that is, subservice states, resources, and transition rela-
tionship. Subservice states represent subtasks in a service task and are basic building blocks in the
service workflow design process. The resources refer to required resource and service time for each
subtask, and only the resources arrives at the requirements; the content-FS can switch from one
substate to another substate directly. Transition relationships in content-FS describe the functions
and logic workflows of the services. A service typically begins with a start state and stops at an
end state.

Figure 3 shows a simple content-FS for the social data analyzing task in telecomm, which try to
calculate one user’s total phone call time in Zhejiang Province. In this example, ‘S0’ and ‘S1’ are
the binding name for the corresponding subservice states. The ‘NextS’ tag describes the next state
of current state, and the corresponding required resources are described by the ‘rdf’ tag.

2.3. Background and implementation scenario of finite state mobile agent

China Unicom is the second telecom operator in China and consists of multiple subcompanies,
which are divided by province, and those subcompanies are allowed to carry out their own informa-
tion systems and operate account independently. The architecture of China Unicom is similar with
the VO, which may be autonomy in each level of organization. This architecture is favorable for
each subcompany because of its flexibility in making changes. However, this makes it not easy to
integrate the information systems and data from all the subcompanies. Thus, China Unicom tries to
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carry out a project to integrate all the information systems and data of all the subcompanies, aiming
at providing a low cost, scalable approach that can easily share all the information systems and data.
The MA is an optimal approach for its low cost and highly scalability.

Why is MA, why not SOA?
Firstly, it is highly complex and costly for China Unicom to redesign all the database and informa-

tion system with the SOA architecture; secondly, it is also impossible to require each subcompany
to upgrade all their information systems and data to the service architecture. Even if parts of their
information systems and data are switched to SOA, it is very hard to design a perfect granular of ser-
vices to be able to handle new tasks. Besides, the SOA needs the resource owner to build and deploy
such services to others. This is not practical for in many user scenarios because (i) those services
are normally required by other subcompanies, the service provider may not fully understand the
specific requirements of the service from each individual customer, and both the provider and users
need to spend much cost on communication and designing for services; and (ii) in particular for
the China Unicom organization architecture, the service usually cannot bring revenue to the service
provider (the subcompany), and as a consequence, they do not have enough motivation to provide
high quality service.

In the MA-based approach, all the tasks are specified and developed by the users, and thus, it will
avoid the risks mentioned earlier. Besides, in this case, the MA-based approach will also decrease
the cost compared with SOA; the MA only need the subcompanies to provide interfaces for their
information systems and data instead of wrapping all those systems and data as services which is a
much heavier and complicated task.

Although MA is a superior approach for the integration project, it still needs to evaluate the per-
formance of MA-based approach before its deployment. This is the main original intention of this
article.

Two metrics, that is, the response time and the service availability, are used to compare the C/S-
based approach and the MA-based approach. The response time can also be regarded as the agent
executing time, which can be represented as the waiting time of the end users. The service avail-
ability will reflect the available time for the task executions. We will first model the computation of
these two metrics and then build simulation experiments for comparing agents with clients in the
condition of large-scale nodes.

3. EVALUATION OF FINITE STATE MOBILE AGENT

3.1. Finite state mobile agent work scenarios and process

The most important thing in the FS-MA computing process is finding one node with a series of
resources, which can drive the FS-MA to the next state. In this process, the FS-MA only needs to
communicate with a local node in the VIRGO platform, and the node in the VIRGO platform will
implement all of the remote communications for the current FS-MA.

The typical agent can be modeled as the states’ switching process in Figure 4. State 0 and state 1
represent the operations of obtaining the mining services and retrieving the phone call log database,
respectively. R0 and R1 represent the corresponding resources. Figure 4 shows the FS-MA execut-
ing process in detail and that the FS-MA can be viewed as a batch of executing states, which will be
driven by the request resource.

(i) A two-state agent ‘exam’ in Figure 5 is deployed on nodeX in the VIRGO platform, initialized
with state 0 (all FS-MAs beginning with state 0).

(ii) Agent ‘exam’ needs resourceR0 to implement its state 0, so it sends anR0 request message to
the VIRGO platform. We can view the VIRGO platform as a black box and need not address
the details of resource searching in the FS-MAS executing process.

(iii) The VIRGO platform will find a node with R0 and will inform the local node X .
(iv) After the exam receives the message from the local host indicating that node Y has the resource

it needs, it will transfer to node Y .
(v) Agent ‘exam’ executes state 0.

Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2014; 26:447–467
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Figure 4. Finite state mobile agent executing process.

Figure 5. Time sequences of the agent executing process.

State 1 will repeat the process that is described earlier. When all of the nodes with the required
resources that exam needs are unavailable, the VIRGO platform will send back the UNFIND signal,
and thus, the exam will switch to the block array and be frozen until the required resources are
available.

The time sequences of the agent executing are shown in Figure 5. According to the figure, the
executing process can be divided into several subtime intervals. These are the time for the agent
searching the destination nodes, Tsearch; the time for the agent migration, Tmigration; the time for the
agent executing in remote nodes, Texecute; and the time for agent blocking, Tblock. As Figure 5 shows,
we have T1 < T2 < T3 < T4 < T5 < T6, and in our evaluation model, we ignore the time beacon
delay between those subtime intervals. Then, we have the following formulas:

Tsearch � T2 � T1 (1)

Tmigration � T3 � T2 (2)

Texecute � T4 � T3 (3)

Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2014; 26:447–467
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Tblock � T6 � T5 (4)

3.2. Resources search algorithm

We use the full tree search query policy [4] in VIRGO for resources searching. First, we find
the root virtual group, and then the coordinate of virtual group members of this group forwards
the query message to all of their son members. All of these members execute in parallel, sending the
message down to the members of their low-layer groups until the query message reaches the leaf
nodes. The nodes that have the needed resources will answer the search query after receiving the
message. Finally, VIRGO will select one node to be the resource target, according to the response
time, and return it to the searcher. The full tree search query algorithm is given as follows [4]:

The gate_node(P) function will return the gateway node of P, and the rcvg_node(P) will return
the gateway node in the root layer of VIRGO. The function of route is given as follows:

Here, Type will return the type of the virtual group (if it is a leaf group of the VO group),
and VGroup(p) will return the group of p, q.compare_resource(m) and will compare the resources
contained in node q and queried by message m. The node will return true when matched.

The search algorithm is based on the message passing approach. The messages are forwarded by
the nodes in the virtual group. Because the communications in the virtual group are not based on the
request-acknowledge method, the message dropping condition may occur. The message dropping
condition refers to the condition whereby messages are lost at a certain part of the virtual group. In
our search algorithm, another condition, namely resources missing, may occur when the resources
requested by the agent are not found in the virtual group. Because of the messages dropping and the
resources missing, there should be maximal search time latency for the finite state agent execution.
In other words, once the agent requests the resources and exceeds the maximal search time latency,

Copyright © 2013 John Wiley & Sons, Ltd. Concurrency Computat.: Pract. Exper. 2014; 26:447–467
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it will be treated as message dropping, and the agent will be switched to the block queue. When an
agent switches to the block queue, it will start a timer, and a block queue query time latency will be
given. Then, the local node will resend the resources request for the agent in the block queue once
its timer count exceeds the query time latency.

The maximal search time latency and the query time latency normally are given by the virtual
group, and their values are affected by the network conditions, such as the size and scale of the
whole virtual group. This scenario hops between the top root and the bottom leafs. In our FS-MA
system, agents or local nodes can also specify these two values individually.

3.3. Parameters and evaluation model

Later, we define all of the parameters used in our model for easy reference. The parameters are listed
as follows:

˘ SA is the average size of the agent (bits). The parameter SA is the average size of the agents,
and includes the agent codes, the executing states of the agents, and the temporal data when
executing.

˘ Cn is the number of substates in the agent.
˘ NA is the number of agents deployed in the VO. The parameter NA is the total number of

agents running in the VO. In our simulation experiments, we use the same agent to execute in
the system. Then, the substates number of each agent, Cn, is equal in our experiments.

˘ i is the index of the substates of the agent, 16 i 6 Cn.
˘ j is the index of the agent deployed in the VO.
˘ SM is the search message data size (bits).
˘ Tmax is the maximal searching time latency.
˘ B is the bandwidth available in the VO (bits/s). Here, B is the raw bandwidth of the VO net-

work, but the practice bandwidth can never reach the raw bandwidth. We assume that the real
message transfer bandwidth would achieve BM and that the agent data transfer bandwidth
would achieve BA after the influence of the network protocols and hardware devices.

˘ ˇA is the communication overhead factor for agents’ migration (ˇA < 1).
˘ ˇM is the communication overhead factor for messages in VO (ˇM < 1).
˘ BA is the effective bandwidth available for agent migration (bits/s), BA D ˇAB .
˘ BM is the effective bandwidth available for messages (bits/s), BM D ˇMB .
˘ Lxy is the minimal network hops between node x and node y in VO.
˘ Tb is the minimal query time latency for the blocked agent (s).
˘ counti is the block count for the ith substate executing of the agent. Because the agent request-

ing resources may fail multiple times, we use counti to represent the block times of the ith
substate executing.

˘ TSi is the ith substate executing time, 16 i 6 Cn (s).
˘ Ny is the number of the unexecuted agent in queue of the node y.
˘ PEx is the performance of the substate executing on node x, (substates/s).
˘ ˛Ex is the performance efficiency of the software and hardware platform on node x (˛Ex < 1).

The agent’s substate executing time, TSi , in different nodes is varied and relies on the hardware
speed of the nodes and the software performance in the current nodes. We use PEx to represent node
x’s performance and ˛Ex to represent the overhead of that node x, including the hardware processing
speed, the software language, the compiler, the running time environment, and the system resources.

The substate executing time also depends on the unexecuted queue in the current node. Here, we
apply the first-come-first-serve policy|| to this queue such that the agent should wait until there are
no other agents before it in that queue.

Performance measurements for the mobile agent system. After giving the parameters used in
the evaluation model, the following measurements are presented as the computed results of other
previous parameters:

||Here, we may add other policies for performance evaluation.
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˘ T imigration is the agent migration time for its ith substate.

˘ T iblock is the agent block time for its ith substate.
˘ T isearch is the agent searching time for its ith substate.
˘ T iexecute is the agent executing time for its ith substate.
˘ Ttotal is the total agent consuming time, including the transferring time via network, the pro-

cessing time in remote or local node, the resources searching time, and the blocking time. The
total agent consuming time equates to the sum of the agent consuming time in each substate
executing, migration, searching, and blocking. The total agent consuming can also be viewed
as the response time for each agent as follows:

Ttotal D TmigrationC TblockC TsearchC Texecute (5)

˘ RA is the agent service availability. This parameter contains the ratio of the total agent exe-
cuting time with the total consuming time, and we use this measurement to evaluate the
performance of the agent system:

RA D
Texecute

Ttotal
(6)

˘ BN is the agents’ aggregate bandwidths. This parameter contains the used bandwidth in the
agent’s whole life cycle and defined as the total transferring data size versus the total agent
consuming time.

˘ BN is the average agents aggregate bandwidths. This parameter is the average value of all the
agent aggregate bandwidths and can be used to estimate the system performance:

BN D

PNA
jD1 B

j
N

NA
(7)

Computing the parameters. We deduce the performance measurements from the detail sub-
state to the whole agent executing process. Assume the agent start to execute its ith substate
(1 6 i 6 Cn), and then we have the following computing formulas. The agent finds that the current
node cannot provide sufficient resources for its ith substate executing, and then it will send out the
search messages and request the resources. The searching time for the ith substate executing is the
following:

T isearch D

�
2Lxiyi �

SM
B �ˇM

if resources are found
Tmax if resources are not found

(8)

Here, the xi and yi are the source node and destination node, respectively. The resources search
time that is consumed should be null if the resources lie on the local node. The minimal network
hops is the following:

Lxy

�
D 0, if x D y
¤ 0, if x ¤ y

(9)

Then, the searching time that is consumed in the agent life cycle can be calculated as follows:

Tsearch D
X

T isearch (10)

which is the following:

Tsearch D

CnX
iD1

2Lxiyi �
SM

B � ˇM
(11)

Here, the condition of without resources is included into the block state, and the time consuming,
Tmax, adds to the block time consumption.
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If the agent finds the desired resources, then the agent will transfer to the remote node, and the
time calculates as follows:

T imigration D Lxiyi � " �
SA

B � ˇA
(12)

Here, the data transferring of the agent is based on the reliable connection. The " is the coefficient
factor of the latency in the network in our evaluation model, and thus, we have the following:

"D

(
0, ifLxiyi D 0

1
Lxiyi

6 "6 1, ifLxiyi ¤ 0
(13)

Because the total migration time consists of each migration time in the substate executing, we
have the following:

Tmigration D
X

T imigration (14)

Then, the total consumed migration time can be calculated as follows:

Tmigration D

CnX
iD1

Lxiyi � " �
SA

B � ˇA
(15)

If the agent cannot find the desired resources, then in this condition, a block occurs. The agent
home**, which deploys on the node, will block the agent for a while and will resend the searching
messages for the agent after a certain latency period. Thus, the block time is the following:

T iblock D Tmax � counti C Tb � counti (16)

Then, the total block time in the agent’s life cycles has the following:

Tblock D
X

T iblock (17)

and

Tblock D

CnX
iD1

.Tmax � counti C Tb � counti / (18)

When agent arrives at the destination node and waits for its executing at that node, there may be
some other agents coming before the new agent. Thus, an unexecuted agent queue is established in
that node, and the agent home deployed in that node will manage and schedule the unexecuted agent
queue. Then, the calculation for the agent executing time is related with the process node’s state,
including its hardware speed, its software overhead, and the length of the queue. Thus, the time for
agent executing can be calculated as follows:

T iexecute D
niyi C 1

P
Ei
yi � ˛

Ei
yi

(19)

If the unexecuting agent queue is empty, then the niyi D 0 (niyi is the number of MA in the waiting
queue ahead of the arriving MA); the agent will be executed without any queue. The total executing
consumed time is as follows:

Texecute D
X

T iexecute (20)

which is the following:

Texecute D

CnX
iD1

niyi C 1

P
Ei
yi � ˛

Ei
yi

(21)

**It is the software installed in nodes, which enables MAs working under its monitor.
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After presenting the calculated formulas for each suboperation in the agent’s ith substates execut-
ing, and the total calculation time of each suboperation, we can obtain the total agent consuming
time as follows:

Ttotal D

CnX
iD1

�
T iexecuteC T

i
migrationC T

i
blockC T

i
search

�
(22)

Ttotal D

CnX
iD1

niyi C 1

P
Ei
yi � ˛

Ei
yi

C

CnX
iD1

.Tmax � countiCTb � counti /C
CnX
iD1

Lxiyi � " �
SA

B � ˇA
C

CnX
iD1

2Lxiyi �
SM

B � ˇM

(23)
Then, the agent service availability can be calculated as follows:

RA D

CnP
iD1

niyi
C1

P
Ei
yi
�˛
Ei
yi

CnP
iD1

�
niyiC1

P
Ei
yi
�˛
Ei
yi

C .Tmax � counti C Tb � counti /CLxiyi � " �
SA
B �ˇA

C 2Lxiyi �
SM
B �ˇM

� (24)

The agent service availability is a ratio between the total consumption time and the executing
consumption time of agent. It can reflect the efficiency of the MA system, for the consumption time,
except the executing consumption time is the total overhead in the agent executing process.

The bandwidth workload of the agent is also another important measurement. Here, we use the
agent aggregate bandwidth as the workload measurement. The workload in agents’ running time
can be classified into two parts: one is the searching information bandwidth usage and another is
the transfer for the agent itself. The bandwidth workload for single agent can be calculated by the
following formula:

BN D

CmP
kD1

SI �Lxkyk � "C
CnP
iD1

SA �Lxiyi � "

Ttotal
(25)

Here, Cm is the total message number in the agent execution life cycle, and SI is the total
searching information size.

The bandwidth workload of the agent can be used to evaluate that of the whole network. The
average bandwidth workload of the multiple agents can be calculated by formula (26), and this
measurement can also be used as a network performance monitor measurement.

We can give out the average bandwidth workload of the agents as follows:

BN D
1

NA

NAX
jD1

0
BBB@
CmP
kD1

S
j
I �L

j
xkyk
� "C

CnP
iD1

S
j
A �L

j
xiyi
� "

T
j

total

1
CCCA (26)

3.4. Network topology simulation and parameters measurement

To evaluate the performance of the agent system, we first need to estimate reasonable parameters
for the agent performance model that was presented. Because our FS-MA system is deployed on the
Internet environment, the networks are as varied as the networks where VIRGO existed, measuring
time points, and other parameters. It is difficult to record the agent’s executing logs and to analyze
the whole agent system’s performance when a large number of agents are executing in the network.
Thus, we conduct a small-scale test environment to measure the model parameters. The parame-
ters measurement experiments environment consists of two normal PCs: one is an Intel Pentium 4
1.6 G processor, 512 M RAM, 80 G Maxtor hard disk, running in Windows XP professional SP2,
and the other is an AMD1600+(1400 MHZ) processor, 512 M RAM, 80 G Maxtor hard disk run-
ning in Debian 3.1. The FS-MA system is deployed on these two machines, and both machines are
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connected with a 10 Mbps wired Ethernet hub. In this test experiment, the maximal searching time
latency and the minimal query time latency for the blocked agent are set as Tmax D 5 s and Tb D 5 s,
respectively. The message size, SM , in the FS-MA is always set to 1024 bytes.

3.4.1. Measuring ˇA. A test experiment is performed on the 10 Mbps (that is, 10,485,760 bps)
Ethernet network. To measure the ˇA, we conducted approximately 100 times the transferring
experiments between the two PCs, which deploy the FS-MA, and obtained the average transfer-
ring time. In these experiments, we ran the agents on those two machines and logged the total agent
migration transferring time in each experiment. The agent size is 5 Mb (which is approximately
41,943,040 bits). The test result of the average agent migration time between these two machines
is 5562.4 ms. Then, the effective bandwidth of the FS-MA system can be computed as the total
transferring data size divided by the time. In other words,

BA D
41, 943, 040 bits

5.5264 s
D 7, 589, 577 bps (27)

and we can calculate the ˇA as follows:

ˇA D
BA

B
D

7, 589, 577 bps

10, 485, 760 bps
D 0.7238 (28)

3.4.2. Message transferring time. Because the maximal message data size in our FS agent system
is 1024 bytes, less than the size of a Transmission Control Protocol segment on the Ethernet, which
is approximately 1500 bytes, the transferring time in this condition will be affected by the network
latency more than the transferring bandwidth. In addition, we assume that the messages are for-
warded by the nodes without buffering and delaying in our FS agent system. Then, the transferring
time between two near hops of the messages can approximate the network latency, and in our test
environment, the latency is approximately 400 ms. Thus, we have the following:

SM

B � ˇM
� 400 ms (29)

3.4.3. Coefficient factor of the latency in network. As the measurement of network bandwidth of
the Internet is a challenge work, the available bandwidth in practice is affected by many factors
[35, 36]. We use the coefficient factor to indicate the total affections, and we constrain the network
bandwidth between the best and worst conditions by that parameter. In our performance evaluation,
we seek to discuss the worst condition, which is "D 1.

3.4.4. Simulations of the network topology and the agent system. We build a VIRGO platform on
a PC, and we simulate multiple nodes, which could be communication and search resources for
agents. The network topology simulation system consists of two parts: the node-controlling mod-
ule and the environment-controlling module. The node-controlling module is implemented by a
multiple threads Java program, which uses a similar thread to simulate the controlling and schedul-
ing functions of the agent home for each node. The environment-controlling module simulates the
practice network conditions and interacts with the node-simulating threads.

We also write a multiple-thread program using Java to schedule and simulate the multiple agents
that execute in the VO architecture. Each thread controls running one agent, including searching in
the VIRGO, migration in the VIRGO, blocking in the current node, and executing in the nodes. The
program can simulate and record all of the agents’ running processes, and the experimental results
are presented in the next section.
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Table I. Parameters of virtual organization-based
network condition.

Parameters Symbol Value

Grid size GS 60� 60
Number of nodes in grid N 1000
Bandwidth B 10 Mbps
Coefficient of latency time " 1

4. RESULTS

4.1. Multiple agents

In practice, the performances of different machines are varied, and the performance efficiency ˛Ex
also varies as the time and machine state changing. Thus, it is quite difficult to measure the per-
formance and performance efficiency ˛Ex for each machine individually. In the simulation, we can
obtain the practice agent executing time, which is calculated by formula (19), and then we define
the average service state time as follows:

TAST D
Texecute

Cn
D

1

Cn
�

CnX
iD1

niyi C 1

P
Ei
yi � ˛

Ei
yi

(30)

In the agent-executing process, high-performance machines that the agents run will spend less
time than the low performance machines, and the TAST will also be less. On the other hand, the
same agent substate executing in a different machine will cause different time consumption because
of the performance overhead of the machines. Then, the TAST also can be viewed as the characteristic
to measure with respect to the machine performances.

The multiple agent experiments focus on two issues. One issue is the relationship between the
average service availability and the number of FS-MA. The other issue is the influence of the num-
ber of FS-MAs on the network. The details of the parameter settings are specified in Table I. In
multiple agent experiments, we load the same VIRGO platform at each time and use a three-state
MA, with the average service state time of TAST D 25 s. Although a huge number of agents are
executing, the resources access competition cannot be void. The resource access competition is the
condition under which two or more agents request the same resource node at the same time. Under
this condition, the dispatching policy for agent is desired. In our multiple FS-MA system, we adopt
a first-come-first-serve policy.

Figure 6 presents the relationship between the number of agents and the average service availabil-
ity. The results show that the average service availability will not decrease significantly; however,
the number of agents increases greatly. Even under the worst condition, where the agent number
equates to the node number of the VIRGO platforms, the service availability is acceptable. Figure 6
also shows that the agent size will affect the service availability significantly.

Figure 7 shows the relationship between the average agent executing time and the number of
agents with different agent sizes. As observed from the diagram, the average agent executing time
grows slightly when the number of agents increases. According to Figures 6 and 7, we can see that
the FS agent system will maintain stable performance when the number of agents grows. Thus, the
FS-MA system can achieve a perfect performance in both the system’s scalability and the executing
efficiency when a large number of services are executing all together.

In Figure 8, we show the relationship between the number of agents and the average aggregate
bandwidth. Because the average aggregate bandwidth can be viewed as the workload measurement
of the whole network, we can conclude that the number of agents increasing greatly will not add to
the workload of the whole network notably.

In the FS-MA system, the agent migration length (hops) is another important measurement for
agent performance. Figure 9 shows that the agent migration length will remain stable when the
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Figure 6. Agent number versus average service availability (agent sizeD 64 K, 512 K, 5 M).

Figure 7. Agent number versus response time (agent sizeD 64 K, 512 K, 5 M).

Figure 8. Agent number versus average aggregate bandwidth (agent size D 64 K, 512 K, 5 M).

number of agents changes; it also suggests that the migration length will depend on the resource
distributions rather than on the number of agents.
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Figure 9. Agent number versus transfer length (agent sizeD 64 K, 512 K, 5 M).

Table II. Parameters and corresponding parameter relationships between the mobile agent (MA)
approach and the client/server (C/S) approach.

Parameters MA C/S

Task transfer data Agent size Request data size
Composing of task Substates of MA Services binding in nodes
Task number Agent number Requestor number
The time to finish the task Total agent executing time Total services response time
The efficiency of finishing the task Services availability Total service time/total response time

4.2. Comparison experiments between the agent approach and the client/server approach

Because the agent approaches are always introduced to the SOA architecture to improve the perfor-
mance and adaptively of such systems [37], we also implement our performance model to evaluate
the performance between the agent approach and the C/S approach. To evaluate how effective the
MA approach is compared with the traditional C/S approach, we designed one comparison experi-
ment to explore the performances of these two approaches. In the experiment, we implemented the
same workload task by these two approaches. The benchmark task consists of four subtasks and a
request for four different resources. In the MA approach, the benchmark task can be presented as a
substate MA. In the C/S-based SOA approach [5], four web services bind in four different servers,
and the client should accomplish the task by requesting these four services in sequence.

In this experiment, these two approaches adopt the same network topology, and both approaches
complete the same number of tasks. Although the node distributions of the two approaches are
the same, we add several additional service binding nodes in the C/S approaches, which are
deployed randomly. The details of the parameters in the experiment and the corresponding parameter
relationships between the two approaches are shown in Table II.

The experimental results are shown in Figures 10–12. We compare the time to finish the task and
the efficiency of finishing the task for the two approaches with different agent sizes (64 KB, 512 KB,
and 5 MB). In the figures, MA presents the performance of the MA approach, and the ‘concurrency
25’ presents the performance of the C/S approach when the maximum concurrencies of the servers
is 25. From the figures, we can observe the following:

(i) The number of requestors in the C/S approach will greatly affect the task finishing time and
the task finishing efficiency. As the number of requestors increases, the response time of the
C/S approach increases sharply, and the efficiency of the C/S approach decreases sharply. In
contrast to the C/S approach, the MA approach might not be affected by the number of agents,
and there is only a slight increase in the task finishing time and a decrease in the service
availability when the number of agents increases.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 10. Comparison between the mobile agent (MA) approach and the client/server approach when the
task transfer data size is 64 KB. (a) Agent number/client versus availability and (b) Agent number/client

versus response time.

(b)

(a)

Figure 11. Comparison between the mobile agent (MA) approach and the client/server approach when the
task transfer data size is 512 KB. (a) Agent number/client versus availability and (b) Agent number/client

versus response time.
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(b)

(a)

Figure 12. Comparison between the mobile agent (MA) approach and the client/server approach when the
task transfer data size is 5 MB. (a) Agent number/client versus availability and (b) Agent number/client

versus response time.

(ii) Increasing the maximum concurrencies of the servers in the C/S approach will improve
its performance efficiently. However, the cost of promoting the maximum concurrencies of
the servers is quite expensive in practice. On the other hand, the super-servers with higher
concurrencies, in practice, may be idle most of the time, which causes a waste of resources.

(iii) Comparing Figures 10–12, we can see that the performance of the C/S approach will decrease
greatly as the task transfer data size becomes large. Meanwhile, the MA approach will retain a
similar performance when the transferring data size becomes bigger; so, the MA will be more
efficient for distributed cases.

5. CONCLUSION

A FS-MA approach based on virtual hierarchical architecture—VIRGO—has been presented in this
article. To evaluate the performance of this approach, the evaluation model of MA on VIRGO has
also been proposed, and the experiments in multiple agents executing simulation show the capabil-
ity of our prototype. The relationships among the service availability, the total executing time, the
average service state time, the migration time, the average aggregate bandwidth, and the number
of agents are discussed. The results indicate that the FS-MA system will maintain the acceptable
performance (the average aggregate bandwidth is quite low, and both the average total agent’s ser-
vice executing time and average service availability are stably holding at satisfied values) when the
number of agents increases sharply. We also conducted comparable experiments between the MA-
based approach and the C/S-based approach. The results also indicate that the MA-based approach
is superior to the C/S-based approach.

The experimental results show that the performance evaluation model presented here is reason-
able. We plan to investigate a large-scale environment, such as millions of nodes in VIRGO, to
further evaluate the model.
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The full tree search could encounter heavy traffic in the nodes within root layers of the VIRGO
[6] architecture. In the future, we plan to use resource classification on VIRGO [6] to solve the
problem.

We will use more parameters involved in the performance evaluation process of agent systems
in future studies, such as different parameters for VIRGO, policies of migration and interoperation
[37, 38], and the system parameters, that is, the workloads of memory, CPU, and I/O. Furthermore,
according to the simulation results, we plan to integrate MA into a VIRGO project [34] and to
implement it in a cloud computing architecture [2].
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